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Question I 
I am excited about all the developing work that includes 
matter into quantum gravity—fermions on spin networks, 
resolution of  fermion doubling, …—and I would like to better 
understand matter’s impact on the gravitational Gauss law… 
Bianchi, Han, Rovelli, Wieland, Magliaro, & Perini, CQG 30, 235023; Lewandowski & Zhang, 
2112.08865; Gambini & Pullin,  Phys. Lett. B 749, 374; Zhang, Liu, & Han 2205.12208; …
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M

⃗g
For a static weak field  
and we have the intriguing 

 

that carries information about the 
mass content of  the region out to 
its boundary.  
Where is this in spin networks?

⃗g = − ⃗∇ Φ

∮ ⃗g ⋅ ⃗dA = − 4πGM

https://arxiv.org/abs/1012.4719
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.08865
https://arxiv.org/abs/1506.08794
https://arxiv.org/abs/2205.12208


Question I ellaboration 

…this is one inroad to the beautiful work that is being done 
on corner symmetries, edge modes, gauge theories, and soft 
theorems:  

In gauge theories there is a foundational, though oft unstated, 
‘co-rotation’ [c.f. Riello Hopfmüller, & Gomes, Nucl. Phys. B 941, 249] of  gauge 
and matter fields 

   and    . 
This leaves me quite interested in extensions 

  

and beyond!

𝒜μ → 𝒜μ + ∂μλ ψ → e−iqλ(x)/ℏcψ

∮ ⃗dA = 0 ⟶ ∮ ⃗g ⋅ ⃗dA = − 4πGM

Ashtekar, de Lorenzo, & Khera 1910.02907; Campiglia & Peraza 2002.06691; Campiglia & 
Laddha 2106.14717; Freidel, Geiller, & Pranzetti, I, II, III; Donnelly, Freidel, Moosavian, & 
Speranza, 2012.10367; Riello 2104.10182; Riello & Gomes, SciPost Phys. 10, 130; Kabel & 
Wieland, 2206.00029; Chen, JHEP 4, 011; … 
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https://arxiv.org/abs/1808.02074
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.02907
https://arxiv.org/abs/2002.06691
https://arxiv.org/abs/2106.14717
https://arxiv.org/abs/2006.12527
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.03563
https://arxiv.org/abs/2007.12635
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.10367
https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.10182
https://arxiv.org/abs/1910.04222
https://arxiv.org/abs/2206.00029
https://arxiv.org/abs/2009.11273


Question II 

The Quantum Gravity community has a remarkable idea: that 
spectral discreteness of  spacetime can be completely consistent 
with Lorentz invariance through spacetime superpositions.  

What is a concrete, specific realization of  this idea? For 
example, the transformation of  the area and volume spectra 
of  a single tetrahedral grain.  

I think that having such an explicit model of  spacetime 
superposition and its consequences would be a valuable 
resource for interesting people in quantum gravity.
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Rovelli & Speziale, PRD 67, 064019
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https://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0205108


Question III 
I am delighted by the examples of  work in Lorentzian Regge 
calculus and spin foams that I have seen in this year’s Loops.  
My thinking about the different roles for causality in spin 
foams and loop quantum gravity is muddier than I would like.  
How should we organize our approaches to Lorentz signature, 
causal structure, and topology changing spacetimes?  

The answer to this question has impact on: 
•The variables we use to describe spin foams 
•Causal structure of  evaporating black holes 
•Geometries that can contribute to the sum over states … 
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Asante, Dittrich, & Padua-Argüelles 2112.15387; Livine & Oriti 0210064; Bianchi & Martin-
Dussaud, 2109.00986; Soltani, Rovelli & Martin-Dussaud, PRD 104, 066015; HMH & Rovelli 
PRD 92, 104020; Feldbrugge, Lehners & Turok, PRD 95, 103508;…

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.15387
https://arxiv.org/abs/gr-qc/0210064
https://arxiv.org/abs/2109.00986
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.06876
https://arxiv.org/abs/1407.0989
https://arxiv.org/abs/1703.02076


Question IV: can we observe quantum gravity? 

No one predicted that the advent of  gravitational wave 
physics would be dominated by black hole collisions with 
constituent masses of  5-100 . 
Are there more ways to leverage the advent of  gravitational 
wave observations to investigate quantum gravity?  

Can we observe gravity-mediated entanglement?  

Are there signs of  quantum gravity in the CMB or elsewhere 
in cosmology?  

More?

M⊙
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Bose, Mazumdar, Morley, Ulbricht, Toroš, Paternostro, Geraci, Barker, Kim, & Milburn, PRL 119, 
240401; Marletto & Vedral PRL 119 240402; Christodoulou, Di Biagio, Aspelmeyer, Brukner, 
Rovelli, & Howl, 2202.03368; …

Ashtekar, Gupt, & Sreenath, Frontiers Ast. & Spc. Sci., 8, 685288; Agullo, Kranas, Sreenath, ibid; 
Weltman et al, Publ. Astron. Soc. Aust. 37; …

Bianchi, Gupta, HMH, & Sathyaprakash, 1812.05127; Calcagni, 2012.08251; Parikh, Wilczek, & 
Zahariade, PRL 127, 081602; …

https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06050
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06050
https://arxiv.org/abs/1707.06036
https://arxiv.org/abs/2202.03368
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.14568
https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.12993
https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.02680
https://arxiv.org/abs/1812.05127
https://arxiv.org/abs/2012.08251
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.08205

